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Introduction 

It’s a pleasure to be here at EPI this morning. 

For 25 years, your distinctive and important voice has helped underscore in our national debate the 
central importance of economic policies that support a growing, striving, proud American middle class. 

It is by what happens to the middle class that our economic policies have to be judged. 

Success for the middle class means: 

 A better life for our citizens 

 Upholding the 250 year American tradition of children whose lives are better than their parents’ 

 And central to America’s continuation as a role model for the world. 
I want to say a brief word about what we have done over the past two years to strengthen the 
economic position of the middle class, and then turn to what I see as the great challenges that we 
face in the years ahead if the American economy is to work for all our people. 

Looking Back 

Just as scholars continue to debate how close we came to nuclear conflict during the Cuban missile 
crisis, they will continue to debate just how close the American financial system and economy came to all-
out collapse in the six months between September of 2008 and April of 2009. 

What we do know is: 

 That during that time the stock market fell more sharply than in the six months after Black 
Tuesday in 1929 

 That global trade declined more rapidly than in the first year of the Great Depression 

 And that the economy was not self-equilibrating and that a variety of vicious cycles were pulling it 
down even deeper, at a rate of 700,000 jobs a month at the worst of it. 
Had it not been for President Obama’s willingness to support a sufficiently aggressive response – 
from the late stage of the presidential campaign to his first days and months in office – I have little 
doubt that we would be looking at a vastly different world today. 

His stalwart advocacy of efforts to support the economy through the Recovery Act, to rescue the financial 
system, to ensure the health of key industries, and to maintain stability in the global system halted the 
vicious cycles in less time and at less cost than virtually anyone thought possible.  

Yet, while the economy may be out of the intensive care unit, the patient now faces the long road of not 
just recovering from previous affliction but beginning to address chronic ailments.   

The slow process of recovery has caused some to conclude that perhaps we have entered a new and 
weakened normal state of affairs – a state in which we must lower our sights, lower our aspirations, and 



not be able to pass on to the next generation the kinds of dramatic improvement in American economic 
potential that were passed down to us. 

President Obama rejects this view, and so should the rest of us. 

With the right approach, we can and we will resurrect, rebuild and renew the American economy. 

To do this, we need to do two profoundly important things in the years ahead.  Both are necessary, 
neither is sufficient. 

First, we must generate forward momentum in the economy to fully recover from the Great Recession, 
and second, we must put in the place a framework that assures that our growth, productivity and living 
standards remain an example to a rapidly changing world.     

Recovery 

First, we must do everything we can to ensure that this recovery is as rapid as possible.   

Without rapid recovery, every other one of our goals will be compromised. 

In the absence of recovery, there is no prospect of reducing medium-term budget deficits while 
simultaneously increasing investments in our human capital, without which we will not compete 
successfully with the rest of the world or grow living standards for the middle class, and above all, putting 
the 8 million Americans who should have jobs back to work. 

What is holding our economy back? 

 When unemployment has been above 9% for 19 straight months, 

 When the job vacancy rate is at near record low levels, 

 When 8 million houses and countless square feet of office and retail space sit empty, 

 When capacity utilization in the nation’s factories and on its railways and highways is nearly as 
low as it has been in any period since the Second World War, 

 There cannot be any question that the constraint on our economy now and for the next several 
years will be lack of demand. 
I am under no illusion that increased demand alone is sufficient to restore America’s economic 
health, but it is an unquestionably necessary component of a full recovery. 

Unfortunately, the approaches we have become used to over the last fifty years for supporting demand in 
a market economy are not open to us today. 

Base interest rates cannot fall below their current level of zero. 

And, in the face of excess capacity and excess debt, it is not clear that, even if they were possible, falling 
interest rates would be effective in convincing consumers and businesses to spend more.  

We need non-traditional approaches. 

Take exports. It is always the case that when we export more successfully we are more prosperous.  But 
when the economy is demand-constrained as it is now, increases in exports have a more potent effect 
because with excess capacity more exporting does not mean less of anything else.  



That is why agreements like the one we recently concluded with Korea are important, as is the breadth of 
the support it has received. 

It is also why the President has set a goal of doubling our exports over the next five years and pointing to 
ways we can do so: 

 Enforcing our trade agreements, 

 Relaxing export controls, 

 Standing up diplomatically for American producers, 

 And insisting in global fora on the rebalancing of the global economy. 
Promoting exports, though, will not be enough to assure adequate demand.  

In the decade prior to the current downturn, the American household and business sectors, if you added 
them together, spent close to two percent of GDP more than they earned.  They were net borrowers.  As 
a consequence of the developments of recent years, this situation has changed dramatically.  

Private spending now falls nearly 6 percent short of private sector income.  That means to private sector 
has swung in its deficit by about 7.5 percent from about a two percent deficit to a little less than a six 
percent surplus.  That swing, all of which means less demand, is one of the reasons we are suffering the 
aftermath of the worst recession in 50 years. 

It is right and necessary for government to counteract private sector deleveraging.  

Even with all the fiscal measures of the last several years, total borrowing in the American economy has 
failed to grow for the last 2 years.  That is the first two year period since the Second World War when total 
borrowing in the U.S. economy has not increased. 

Let me be clear: Even with our deficits, the amount of extra debt is less than the amount of reduced 
borrowing in the private sector.  Increased federal borrowing has offset, but only partially, deleveraging in 
the private sector.    

This is why the recent tax agreement concluded between the President and congressional leaders is so 
important.  It averts what could have been a serious collapse in purchasing power and adds far more 
fiscal support than most observers thought politically possible through: 

 An extension of unemployment insurance, 

 A payroll tax holiday, 

 Refundable tax credits and business expensing.  
That’s why independent estimates of job creation over the next year or two are being revised up 
by 1.5 million or more. 

These measures not only support jobs but also our medium-term goal of deficit reduction.  

By retiming allowances, business expensing actually raises revenue collections after 2013. Accelerating 
recovery, the additional effect of these measures, is the best form of deficit reduction.  Indeed, a one 
percent increment to GDP in 2013 or any year afterward reduces the deficit by more than $40 billion. 

To be sure, this legislation is a compromise.  

The President strongly opposed continuation of the high-income tax cuts and especially opposed the 
estate tax relief that benefits only 6,400 of the country’s least needy families.  



These concessions were the price exacted by the Congressional minority for the fiscal support that will 
provide a significant impetus to the economy. 

But be clear that compromises that were necessary with a weak economy in 2010 should be 
inconceivable as recovery accelerates in 2012. 

Now the extraordinary gap that I referenced a moment ago has opened up between private saving and 
private investment.  The tax compromise will help, but it is not enough. 

At a time when real interest rates even over 30 years are less than 2 percent, at a time when construction 
unemployment is nearly 20 percent, and at a time when building material costs are depressed, what 
better time to invest in renewing and upgrading our nation’s infrastructure – working off a backlog of 
deferred maintenance and insufficient investment? 

A substantial, sustained effort to rebuild America should be at the top of Washington’s priority next year. 

These measures, taken together, will accelerate recovery.  Accelerating recovery and increasing demand 
will mean more workers with jobs, more employers in a position to provide training, more capital 
investment in capacity for the future, more revenues for state and local governments to make the 
investments that are crucial for them. 

Without increased demand we are not in a position to pursue our longer-term objectives. 

Keeping our Economy the Envy of the World  

In a demand constrained economy like the one we have today and will have for several years, economics 
is turned topsy-turvy. 

As Keynes pointed out in his celebrated Paradox of Thrift, individual efforts to save more lead to less total 
saving.  More educated workers get jobs but with demand constraints those job opportunities come at the 
expense of their less educated neighbors.  With demand constraints, increases in productivity may act to 
exacerbate deflationary pressures and increases in efficiency may result in more unemployment rather 
than more output. 

That is why we have to drive recovery and remove the demand constraint on the economy.  

At the same time, it is essential that we recognize that fiscal and monetary policy or increases in demand 
never made a society prosperous, fair, or strong.  

We need to renew the American economy for a century that will be very different from its predecessor. 

A key lesson that management strategists have distilled for businesses is this: you don’t succeed by 
producing exactly the same thing that other people are producing in the same way just at a lower cost.  

You succeed, by establishing your own uniqueness and excellence.  

Think of the distinctiveness of products like Google’s search engine; the iPad or a Harley-Davidson. 

Think of the distinctive way that Southwest or Nucor or even Walmart deliver their products and services. 

The United States has led the global economy by building on its unique capacities. 



By building on our distinctive strengths, we can continue to lead in the next century. 

There is no going back to the past.  Technology is accelerating productivity in mass production to the 
point where even China has seen manufacturing employment decline by more than ten million jobs over 
the most recent decade for which data is available.  

We are moving towards a knowledge and service economy.  

Another inescapable truth is that the world is shrinking.  When I worked in Jakarta just 30 years ago I tried 
to follow the Red Sox.  When the Red Sox played on Tuesday night, I learned how they did on Friday 
because I had to wait until the Herald Tribune arrived days later. 

It is a different a smaller world. 

What does it mean to adapt to this? 

Just as the American North prospered even as the southern part of the United States caught up, even as 
we drew strength in the generation after World War II as Europe and Japan’s economies converged 
towards our own, we will need to find ways to prosper as the emerging markets of the world take their 
place on the global stage.  

What should our approach be?  

Some suggest that we have no alternative but to compete with the world on price even if it means striving 
to win races to the bottom.   

 They would have workers sacrifice wages, benefits, and bargaining rights to hold onto their jobs.  

 They would slash taxes on businesses even as their profits rise in order to lure them to stay in the 
United States. 

 They would shred social safety nets in the name of self-reliance. 
Such Social Darwinism was bad morality and bad economics in the 19

th
 century and it is no better 

in the 21
st
.  

Consider this: The flatness of the world notwithstanding, by far the largest part of the activities Americans 
engage in and the goods they buy remain quite local.  It is health care and retail services, recreation and 
education, haircuts and insurance policies, hotels and houses and I could go on.  

Moreover, where we compete with other countries, our strength is collective.  Few of us can hope to 
succeed as individuals in a global economy where any particular task or skill can be purchased at very 
low prices in much of Asia and beyond.  Rather, our strength must come from establishing uniqueness, 
establishing that which is difficult to replicate, that which comes from more collective action. 

Any idea or machine or even individual capacity can be transplanted.  Far harder to transplant, imitate, or 
emulate are our great institutions – the national laboratories and the national parks and the national 
highway system, great universities and great cities and great technology clusters, a diverse culture, deep 
capital markets, and a tremendous ethic. 

Where competition is concerned, the lesson for us as a nation is the same as the lesson for business: far 
better to compete by innovating, leading, and competing on strength, than by standing still, and reducing 
prices.  Let me highlight what I see in this regard as the three essential priorities for the years 
ahead.  President Clinton used to say that in a world where ideas can move, capital can move, a nation’s 
distinctive strength lay in its people.  Our biggest failing as a nation over the last 50 years has been with 



respect to education.  We were once the envy of the world; now we struggle to get into the top half of 
OECD nations.  The Duke of Wellington famously observed that the Battle of Waterloo had been won on 
the playing fields of Eton, and I would suggest that in this less elitist age, the battle for America’s future 
will be won or lost in its public schools.  For too long we have been caught in a sterile debate between 
those who believe in more accountability and those who see the need for more resources.  In truth, no 
one who has seen the conditions in our urban schools can deny the need for more resources, and no one 
who believes in incentives can deny the need for more accountability.  Through Race to the Top the 
Administration has sought to reform elementary and secondary education both by providing resources 
and by increasing accountability.  These kinds of efforts will need to be magnified in the future. 

Even as we strengthen elementary and secondary education, we must also expand higher education 
opportunities.  The US used to lead the world in the share of young people who became college 
graduates.  It is no longer in the top ten.  Worse yet, over the last generation, income gaps in this land of 
equal opportunity in college attendance have actually widened, as a consequence of both issues of 
affordability and, I would submit, issues of subtle discrimination.  To take just one example, I would 
suggest to you that the least diverse classrooms in American are in the SAT prep schools that help some, 
but not all, students raise their admissions test scores.  This is why the Administration has made major 
new investments to expand educational opportunities.  Since taking office, the Administration has funded 
an unprecedented doubling of the Pell Grant program, which will help more than 8 million of low income 
students attend college, at the same time as winning enactment of the American Opportunity Tax Credit. 

Let me pause on this for just a second because in less tumultuous times I would suggest to that the 
largest increase in federal support for college attendance by students from low and middle income 
backgrounds would be recognized as a signal, defining accomplishment.  It is a signal of the magnitude of 
the issues we have contended with that this has not earned the attention it deserves.  Education is closely 
linked with a second major priority for the years ahead: innovation, the other central pillar of economic 
growth.  Here we have had for a very long time in the United States a distinctive ecology which is the 
reason we are the leading economy in the world. 

On the one hand, we have recognized, venerated, and acted on the observation that it is individualists – 
the Edisons, the Fords, the Gates and Zuckerbergs – who, with a uniquely anti-bureaucratic 
temperament, who would not dream of a filing a grant application, who drive an enormous amount of the 
economy’s progress.  We have maintained a culture where it is still true today that with all our financial 
system’s failings, and they are many, we are the only country in the world where you can raise your first 
hundred million without owning a tie if you have a sufficiently good idea.  And that is a great strength of 
our economy. 

But at the same time as maintaining a culture that supports the entrepreneur, that salutes the rebel, that 
allows people to establish themselves as major figures in business without even bothering to complete a 
college degree – at the same time as having support for the individual, we also recognize that 
fundamental innovation and progress will not happen without the public sector playing its essential 
role.  There would be no internet without DARPA.  No car industry without highways.  No pharmaceutical 
revolution with the NIH.  Maintaining and increasing our American capacity for innovation thus requires 
both fundamental support for entrepreneurial innovation and for the key foundations of science and 
technology.  That’s why we have to make it easier to patent a new idea or innovation; make it easier for 
entrepreneurs and small businesses to raise capital; make it easier for the most promising minds and the 
most promising entrepreneurs to come to this country from around the world.  But we must also take the 
steps that will not happen without satisfactory public action, to invest in energy efficiency, and the 
renewable energy technologies of the future. 

If we are able to maintain what is distinctive about the United States, a simultaneous capacity for strong 
public actions and for great entrepreneurs to emerge in the years ahead, we will be in a much stronger 
position to assure our leadership. 



The third and final thing we must do is renew the public compact between the present and the future. 

Budget deficits are a tax on our future, unless used to finance productive investments. 

I am not one who sees financial collapse on the imminent horizon.  Indeed, I believe that at this point the 
risks of deflation or stagnation in the United States exceed the risks of uncontrolled growth or high 
inflation.  But unless we change our course, we are at risk of a profound demoralization of government.  

At one level this means a decay of essential public functions and a loss of our national self-confidence. 

At a deeper level, we risk a vicious cycle in which an inadequately resourced government performs badly 
leading to further demands that it be cut back, exacerbating performance problems, deepening the 
backlash, and creating a vicious cycle. 

That is why while recovery is our first priority, it is essential that we establish long-run parity between 
revenues and expenditures. 

Now this is a more complex matter than is often supposed.  One of the more important and less well-
known ideas to come out of the economics profession over the last generation or so is the phenomenon 
known as Baumol’s Disease. 

In certain areas, rapid productivity growth is possible.  In others areas it is much more difficult. 

It always has and always will take 8 teachers to teach 96 students for one hour in classes of twelve. 
Productivity improvement simply is not possible in the way that it is in other activities. Similar phenomena 
apply to almost anything that involves direct human interaction. Nursing care is another example. 

Moynihan’s Corollary to Baumol’s Disease is the observation that there is a tendency in activities in which 
Baumol’s disease is most pronounced to migrate to or be located in the public sector.  To take just one 
example, every five years the share of GDP devoted to government spending on health care goes up by 
1 percentage point.  

As we contemplate our long-run fiscal future we must contemplate this reality rather than to suppose that 
there is some past static pattern of expenditures of revenues and expenditure that can be maintained 
indefinitely. 

That’s why Bowles-Simpson so important.  

That is why President Obama committed to health care cost reduction in the context of the recently 
enacted health care legislation 

If ever there was an area where President Kennedy’s doctrine applies – that “man’s problems were made 
by man, that therefore they can be solved by man” – it is to the budget deficit.   

The United States improved its structural deficit by nearly 4 percentage points of GDP between 1993 and 
2000.  

Greece and Ireland are being called on to make fiscal adjustments in the range of 10 percent of GDP.  

Once our temporary fiscal support expires, we need an improvement only in the 2 to 3 percent of GDP 
range to begin the process of putting our debt on a declining path relative to our income. 



President Obama has already taken several important steps in this direction: a multi-year freeze in 
spending outside national security, a serious effort to root out wasteful outdated spending in every area, 
particularly defense. 

A particularly welcome feature of the recent commission report is its bipartisan recognition of the idea that 
tax expenditures are just like expenditures, and need to be held to the same standard of efficiency, 
fairness, and tough tests on government intrusion into the economy.  

Conclusion 

They say that markets climb walls of worry.  So it is with our nation.  America’s history, in a certain sense, 
has been one of self-denying prophecy – a history of alarm and concern, but alarm and concern averted 
by decisive actions to assure our prosperity. 

As one former CIA director warned of our largest competitor, that industrial growth rates of eight or nine 
percent per year for a decade would dangerously narrow the gap between our two countries. 

That was Allen Dulles in 1959 referring to the Soviet Union. 

And when the Soviet Union collapsed instead, the Harvard Business Review of 1990 proclaimed in every 
issue – every issue – in one way or another that the Cold War was over, and that Germany and Japan 
had won.  

Now we hear the same thing with respect to China. 

Predictions of America’s decline are as old as the republic.  But they perform a crucial function in driving 
the kind of renewal that is required of each generation of Americans. 

I submit to you that as long as we’re worried about the future, the future will be better. 

We have our challenges.  But we also have the most flexible, dynamic, entrepreneurial society the world 
has ever seen.  If we can make the right choices, our best days as competitors and prosperous citizens 
still lie ahead. 

 


